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INTRODUCTION
During the past decade, there has been a dramatic increase in the
number of clinical programs in American Bar Association (ABA) approved
law schools.' As clinical programs have expanded, so have state statutes al-
lowing for student practice.2 By 1978, over forty states had adopted some
form of student practice rule permitting clinical students to appear in court
under certain circumstances.
3
The development of clinical programs at many of the nation's law
schools has refueled the old debate between the traditional Langdellians,
who advocate the case method, and the "realists," who advocate greater em-
phasis on teaching practical skills. 4 It is recognized that the revolution in
* Assistant Professor of Law, University of Denver College of Law.
1, By 1979, 80% of the nation's ABA approved law schools reported that they offered
clinical education in their curriculum. Gee, Survey of Clinical Legal Education, in SURVEY AND
DIRECTORY OF CLINICAL LEGAL EDUCATION 1978-1979, at i.v (1979) [hereinafter cited as SUR-
VEY AND DIRECTORY OF CLINICAL LEGAL EDUCATION]; see generally SECTION OF LEGAL EDU-
CATION AND ADMISSIONS TO THE BAR, ABA, LAWYER COMPETENCY; THE ROLE OF THE LAW
SCHOOLS (1979) (Commonly known as the "Cramton Report") [hereinafter cited as LAWYER
COMPETENCY].
2. J. KLEIN, S. LELEIKO & J. MAUITY, BAR ADMISSION RULES AND STUDENT PRACTICE
RULES 960-969 (1978).
3. Id
4. See generally Cantrall, Law Schools and the Layman. Is Legal Education Doing Its Job?, 38
A.B.A.J. 907 (1952); Gee &Jackson, Bridging the Gap: Legal Education and Lawyer Competency, 1977
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legal education that began in 1871 with Dean Langdell's publication of A
Selection of Cases on the Law of Contracts5 has achieved success now described as
"too complete." 6 The case method survives as the predominant method of
teaching in the main academic curricula of the nation's law schools, despite
the counter-revolutionary exhortations of Judge Frank,7 A. Cantrall, 8 and
Chief Justice Burger,9 all of whom have advocated a greater emphasis on
skills training. l0
It was to the traditional case study curriculum that clinical programs
have become attached, nurtured not by any interplay with the main aca-
demic curriculum, I I nor by the calls of reformers such as Frank and Can-
trail, but rather by the social forces of the late sixties and early seventies, and
the expansion of the sixth amendment right to counser by the United States
Supreme Court in Gideon v. Wanwrnght 12 and Argersinger v. Ham/tn. 13 That
clinical programs right have a part to play not only in the confines of the
law school but in the broader scheme of things was recognized by Justice
Brennan in a concurring opinion in Argersinger: "I think it plain that law
B.Y.U. L. REV. 695; Harum, Internship Re-examined" A "[Do" Program in Law School, 46 A.B.A.J.
713 (1960); Jackson, Training the Trial Lawyer. A Neglected Area of Legal Education, 3 STAN. L.
REv. 48 (1950); Kaufman, Advocacy as Craft-Law School is More than a "Paper-Chase", 60 A.B.A.J.
802 (1974); Stason, Legal Education.- Post-Graduaie Znternship, 39 A.B.A.J,_ 463 (1953).
5. See CENTENNIAL HISTORY OF THE HARVARD LAW SCHOOL 231 (1918). See also Gee
& Jackson, supra note 4, at 733.
6. Grossman, Clincal Legal Education; Histog, and Diagnosis, 26 J. LEGAL EDUC. 162, 165
(1974). See also Landman, The Curriculum ofthe Law School, 47 A.B.A.J. 156 (1961):
The case method has undergone a similar fate except that its undoing has been due to
its own inherent defects. A study of one hundred or so heterogeneous, truncated ap-
pellate court decisions can give no one a mastery of a legal subject. Langdell himself
realized this. He published his own textbook, a Summaly n/Contracts, as an appendage
to his case book. No two professors agree on the nature of the case method in opera-
tion because in its unadulterated form it is unworkable.
Id
7. Frank, What Constitutes Good Legal Education? 19 A.B.A.J. 723 (1933).
8. Cantrall, supra note 4, at 908.
9. Burger, The Future ofLegal Educatin, in SELECTED READINGS IN CLINICAL LEGAL EDU-
CATION 50 (1973). Chief Justice Burger has expressed his view that the failures of legal educa-
tion "to a large extent flow from treating Langdell's case method of study as the ultimate
teaching technique." Id at 52.
10. Cantrall specifically called for greater skills training so that graduating law students
would be competent to perform such routine lawyerly tasks as examining a title, writing a deed,
and instituting and prosecuting suits. Cantrall, supra note 4, at 909. Cantrall emphasized that
"[slociety looks to the law school to properly train young men and women to be upon gradua-
tion, lawyers to whom the people can look for adequate, competent lawyer-services." Id at 907.
11. Gee, supra note 1, made the following observation concerning the relationship between
clinical and "academic" professors at Harvard Law School:
[T]here was some expression of concern by some members of the Harvard Faculty that
any attempt to recruit professors for clinical programs may shift the balance of the
faculty from an academic to 'practical' mode-a reaction which may be questioned in
view of what some have called the second-class status of clinical teachers because the
law schools all too often do not grant tenure or its equivalent to clinical teachers.
Id at iviii.
12. 372 U.S. 335 (1963). See generally Hardaway, Student Representation ofndgent Defendants
and the Sixth Amendment- On a Collision Course, 30 CLEV. ST. L. REV. (1981).
13. 407 U.S. 25 (1972). For an excellent history of the sixth amendment, see S. KRANTZ,
C. SMITH, D. ROSSMAN, P. FROYD & J. HOFFMON, RIGHT TO COUNSEL IN CRIMINAL CASES
(1976). See also Justice Sutherland's review in Powell v. Alabama, 287 U.S. 45 (1932), of the
history of the sixth amendment prior to 1932. For a more modern history see Justice Douglas'
opinion in Argersinger v. Hamlin, 407 U.S. 25 (1972).
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students can be expected to make a significant contribution, quantitatively
and qualitatively, to the representation of the poor in many areas, including
cases reached by today's decision."
1 4
The historical background, rationale, and philosophical basis for the
law school clinic has little in common with that of the traditional curriculum
offering steeped in Langdell's view that "[f]irst, . . . law is a science; second
. . . all the available materials of that science are contained in printed
books."' 15 Such differences in traditional and clinical training methodology
account in large part for the present "dualism" in many of the law schools
offering clinical programs. The clinic, though "attached" to the law school,
is not "integrated" into the mainstream of the curriculum. While clinical
teachers usually have greater practical experience than the traditional class-
room teacher, they are not, with some exceptions, given tenure-track sta-
tus.1 6 This "second-class" status accorded clinical teachers is in stark
contrast to education in other professions such as medicine. The importance
of skills training in the medical clinic was recognized as early as 1766 by
Thomas Bond, 1 7 and emphasized as the heart of medical training by Abra-
ham Flexner in his 1910 report on medical education: "[I]n the end the final
test of a medical school is its outcome in the matter of clinicians."'"
There are many explanations for legal education's resistance to the pro-
posed reforms of the "practicalists" who have urged a greater emphasis on
skills training.' 9 First, there are many professors who regard as intellectually
14. 407 U.S. at 41.
15. Frank, supra note 7. This quote is also cited as an 1886 speech by Langdell to the
Harvard Law School Association in 2 WARREN, HISTORY OF HARVARD LAW SCHOOL, 374
(1908). Jerome Frank tells the following revealing anecdote about Professor Langdell:
When Langdell was himself a law student he was almost constantly in the law library.
His fellow students said of him that he slept on the library table. At that time he
served for several years as an assistant librarian. One of his friends found him one day
in an alcove of the library absorbed in a black-letter folio, one of the year books. 'As
he drew near', we are told, Langdell looked up and said, in a tone of mingled exhilara-
tion and regret, and with an emphatic gesture, 'Oh, if only I could have lived in the
time of the Plantaganets!'
Frank, Why MoA  Clincal Lawyer School, 81 U. PA. L. REV. 907 (1933). Frank also tells of a story
in which Langdell once referred to "a comparatively recent case decided by Lord Hardwick."
Id. at 907 n.1. Lord Hardwick was Chief Justice of the King's Bench from 1733 to 1737.
16. See note II supra; David Barnhizer has noted that:
The position of clinical teacher requires the individual to meet virtually all the
responsibilities of law practice, but provides little of that system's rewards, whether
economic, self-conceptual, or status. At the same time, other faculty often possess dis-
tinctly different ideas of excellence. The result can be that the clinical teacher may
feel himself a form of half-breed, caught between the values of two very different
systems ...
Barnhizer, The Cliniial Method of Legal Instruction.- Its Theoy and Implementation, 30 J. LEGAL
EDUC. 67, 138-39 (1979).
17. W. BELL & J. MORGAN, CONTINENTAL DOCTOR 143-44 (1965). After instituting
clinical lectures at the Pennsylvania College Medical School, Bond proclaimed that traditional
lectures and reading were insufficient in providing a complete medical training, and that
clinical education and "[i]nfirmaries (were the) grand theatres of medical knowledge." Id at
143-44.
18. A. FLEXNER, MEDICAL EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA 105 (1910).
See generally Hardaway, Legal and Medical Education Compared- Is It Ticne for a "Flexner" Report on
Legal Education, 59 WASH. U.L.Q. 687 (1981).
19. For example, see Justice Powell's comments on clinical education in Powell, Clinical
Education in Law School, 26 S.C.L. REV. 389 (1974):
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unsatisfying the whole notion of law school skills training and practical expe-
rience. These critics either claim that skills training amounts to little more
than teaching "tricks of the trade,"'20 or else maintain that practical training
by its very nature cannot be taught in the law school and must therefore be
left to the organized bar after the students' graduation. 21 Although the lat-
ter notion has been vigorously attacked as a "classic case of locking the stable
door after the horse has escaped, that is, after a partly educated and un-
trained lawyer is given a license to practice law,"' 22 it remains the prevailing
view among many legal educators.
23
Second, the cost of clinical and skills training has been recognized as
staggering,24 prompting one critic to reject intensive clinical training after
The difficulty is that training in the practical skills cannot be accomplished without some
denigration of the historic commitment oflaw schools. In simplest terms this is the commitment
to build in each student the intellectual foundation for a lifetime in the law. Id at 393. In
Note, Modern Trends i'n Legal Education, 64 COLUM. L. REV. 710 (1964), the author states:
Most importantly, the "how to of thinking" rather than the "how to of doing" must be
the principal concern of legal education. Case study, problems analysis and exposi-
tion, a search for basic values and abstract principles of law, are clearly more impor-
tant and more within the practical competence of law schools than the knowledge of
where to file what in order to perfect a lien.
Id. at 721. For still another view see Kitch, The Model and Clinical Education, in A.A.L.S., CUR-
RICULUM STUDY PROJECT, TRAINING FOR THE PUBLIC PROFESSIONALS OF THE LAW 220 (Pro-
posed Final Draft, Feb. 1971), cited in Brickman, CLEPR. and Clinical Education.- A Review and
Analysis, in CLINICAL EDUCATION FOR THE LAW STUDENT 56 (1973):
[Cilinical training is no better for learning skills than is practice itself. What do stu-
dents do in a clinical program: They practice. What do they do when they graduate?
They practice. It is difficult to justify the substantial expenditures involved in operat-
ing a clinical program if its only effect is to advance by a year an experience a student
would have anyway.
Id. at 69. See also the comments of Justice Clark:
I shall argue that law school training is now effectively efficient, more so than other
types of professional education; that there is no real basis for the criticism implicit in
this pressure for practical training; that the latter is limited, partial and fragmentary
at best; and that the present-day legal education in problem analysis and exposition
and in thorough documentation of sources is much more important and valuable, as
well as more within the practical competence of the schools.
Letter to Section of Legal Education and Admission to the Bar of the ABA (Sept. 12, 1950),
pubhhedin 3 J. LEGAL EDUC. 423, 423 (1951).
20. R. HUTCHINS, HIGHER LEARNING IN AMERICA 43, 47 (1936):
The tricks of the trade cannot be learned in a university . . . and if they can be they
should not be. They cannot be learned at a university because they get out of date
and cannot keep up with current tricks, and because tricks can be learned only in the
actual situation in which they are employed.
21. According to one critic, "we can rely upon our students acquiring the local 'know how'
after graduation .. " Stason, supra note 4, at 466.
22. Pincus, Clinical Training in the Law School A Challenge and Primerfor the Bar and Bar Admis-
sion Authorities, 50 ST. JOHN'S L. REv. 479, 480 (1976).
23. See Stason, supra note 4, at 466.
24. See, LAWYER COMPETENCY, supra note 1, at 28: "Of necessity, new funding sources
must be developed if law schools are to undertake, even on a modest scale, expansion of present
training in basic skills or fields like trial advocacy."; see also P. SWORDS & F. WALWER, THE
COSTS AND RESOURCES OF LEGAL EDUCATION 11 (1974) [hereinafter cited as Costs and Re-
sources]. THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN LAW SCHOOL.s--ABA COMMITrEE ON GUIDELINES
FOR CLINICAL LEGAL EDUCATION, GUIDELINES FOR CLINICAL LEGAL EDUCATION (1980)
[hereinafter cited as GUIDELINES FOR CLINICAL LEGAL EDUCATION] cites the Swords and
Walwer data as indicating "the relatively high costs of clinical legal studies." Id. at 11. For an
excellent study of the costs of clinical education, see P. Swords, Including Clinical Education in the
Law School Budget, in CLINICAL EDUCATION FOR THE LAW STUDENT 309 (1973). See also P.
Swords & F. Walwer, Cost Aspects of Clinical Education, in GUIDELINES FOR CLINICAL LEGAL
EDUCATION, supra, at 133 [hereinafter cited as Cost Aspects of Clintcal Education]. This study notes
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the medical model on the grounds that the cost is "backbreaking, not merely
for the individual student, but also for the particular institution and its com-
munity involved."'25 A 1974 study by Swords and Walwer 26 revealed signifi-
cant financial problems facing the nation's law schools. Since that time, the
prospect of decreasing law school enrollments27 and reduction in federal
grants and student loan guarantees has increased financial pressures. It is
unfortunate that at a time when the need for clinical and skills training is
being recognized, 28 financial pressures are posing severe obstacles. As an
ABA section of Legal Education and Admission to the Bar report recently
understated: "Legal education, with minor exceptions, is not adequately
funded today."
29
Third, there is suspicion in some quarters that resistance to clinical
changes in the law schools' present academic curriculum is the result of intel-
that "[t]he costs of clinical education excite attention ... particularly, when the costs of clinical
programs are compared with the costs of 'more traditional' programs", but emphasizes that the
cost differential between a clinical and traditional program depends on the "substantive natures
of various clinical programs." Id at 139-40. The study also provides an in depth analysis of the
costs of various types of clinical programs.
25. Clark, "Practical" Legal Training." An Illusion, 3 J. LEGAL EDUC. 423, 425 (1950).
26. Costs and Resources, supra note 24, at 11.
Between 1955 and 1970, per-student instructional cost increased 33% on the average,
i.e., average per-student instructional cost increased annually at a compound rate of
about 2.0% in excess of the general rate of inflation. This figure might be compared
with that set forth for higher education generally during the 1960's in the final report
of the Carnegie Commission of Higher Education. The Commission found that dur-
ing the 1960's the annual increase in cost per student rose from the historical rate of
cost of living plus 2.5% to a new cost of living plus 3.4% (5.0% for private instructions).
If the Commission's figures, which refer to total costs of education and not merely to
instructional cost, are assumed to be representative of instructional cost alone, it ap-
pears that legal education created by dollars spent on individual students--has not
fared as well as other branches of education in recent times.
Id. See also KITCH, in CLINICAL EDUCATION AND THE LAW SCHOOL OF THE FUTURE 20-27
(ed. 1970), for a discussion of clinical education financing. For an interesting study of clinical
costs at the University of Southern California, see Bellow &Johnson, Reftlctions on the University of
Southern California Clinical Semester, 44 S. CALIF. L. REV. 664, 678-81 (1971).
27. See generally DEAN'S CONFERENCE AND THE AMERICAN JUDICATURE SOCIETY, ABA,
THINKING ABOUT THE FISCAL FUTURE OF LEGAL EDUCATION (conference paper Houston
1980) [hereinafter cited as THINKING ABOUT THE FISCAL FUTURE]:
The dismal conclusion suggested by this fiscal logic is that some law schools will strive
to deal with the ravages of inflation by reducing the size of their full time faculty since
this is one part of the budget that lends itself to expendient control. Such a move
would at least enable the school to provide the remaining faculty with decent raises.
Many graduate schools have adopted such a course.
Id. at 5.
28. The ABA, in GUIDELINES FOR CLINICAL LEGAL EDUCATION, supra note 24, at 6, ac-
cepted as a basic proposition that "clinical legal study offers a significant means of integrating
the various elements of an educational program, including professional responsibility and law-
yer competencies." See also LAWYER COMPETENCY, supra note 1.
29. LAWYER COMPETENCY, mpra note 1, at 28. The report further states:
Costs of higher education in general, and legal education in particular, are likely to
rise in response to general inflationary pressures much faster than new resources can be
found. New funding resources must become available if legal education is even to be
maintained at present levels of effectiveness. Of necessity, new funding resources must
be developed if law schools are to undertake, even on a modest scale, expansion of
present training in basic skills or fields like trial advocacy. Because it is evident that
the cultivation of new resources will fail to yield enough to meet all priority demands,
the legal profession and the law schools will be required to generate new efficiencies
and new methods of spreading existing resources to meet those demands.
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lectual inbreeding; that is, law teachers nurtured on Langdellian methodol-
ogy tend to produce students similarly nurtured, who themselves become law
teachers. Those students who reject the case methodology as irrelevant
30
tend not to become law professors. This phenomenon has produced another
kind of "dualism" within the legal profession itself-witness the endless de-
bates over theory versus practice at bar association conventions and symposi-
ums.3 1 In the end, it seems, theory is largely left to the law professor.
Thus, intellectual incompatibility has emerged as a primary obstacle to
true integration of clinical programs into the main academic curriculum.
Clinical programs have long co-existed with the main curriculum at many
law schools based on mutual accommodation. The mutual accommodation
is that the clinic is allowed to function unmolested as long as it does not
impinge on the traditional prerogative of those in the "main" sphere of the
traditional curriculum. The result in many instances has been a clear-cut
division of teaching methodology with neither sphere complementing or in-
tellectually supporting the other. Almost always it is the clinic that finds
itself "attached" to the law school, but nevertheless "separate and
unequal."
3 2
In 1979, the University of Denver College of Law Student Office faced
many of the problems associated with a non-integrated clinical program.
Largely through the energies of a new dean, and a reform-minded faculty
that was willing to experiment, a new integration model was implemented.
The purpose of this article is to examine the implementation of the integra-
tion model chosen at the University of Denver. This article will explain why
a particular model was chosen over other integration models and how the
implementation of this model resulted in an integrated clinical program.
I. PROBLEMS IN CLINICAL INTEGRATION
A. Goals
A statement of goals is a prerequisite to the establishment of any clinical
program. It is even more important to a plan of clinical integration. The
30. Chief Justice Burger is an excellent example:
[T]he appellate case method of teaching may have really been a form of escapism-a
simplistic effort to solve a complex problem in a tidy and comfortable way which
avoided the antiseptic odor of the jail house and the problem of the "unmarried
mother," of dependent children and the aged and infirm.
Burger, supra note 9, at 55.
31. Compare, for example, the comments of the former Dean of Harvard Law School,
Erwin Griswold, warning of the danger of clinical education's "limited usefulness and limited
relevance to the basic functions of the law school," Griswold, Hopes-Past and Future, 21 HARV.
L. SCH. BULL. 36, 40 (1979), with the comments of Charles Sieberman that "clinical experience
is crucial, not because it contributes to the development of skills but because it can contribute to
socialization into a professional model." Sieberman, Educatzonal Trends and the Law, in SE-
LECTED READINGS IN CLINICAL LEGAL EDUCATION 142, 149-50 (1973).
32. Barnhizer, supra note 16, describes this condition:
The long period during which legal education has neglected many areas relevant to
the preparation of lawyers still has substantial effects on the attitudes of many faculty,
evidenced by a continuing failure to alter traditional concepts. This can perpetuate
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Council on Legal Education for Professional Responsibility has cautioned
that "the absence of some adequate definition of educational goals endan-
gers continued acceptance of clinical programs, as well as seriously impeding
efforts at solving practical problems."
'33
All too often, clinical programs are established not as the result of com-
prehensive planning in coordination with the traditional academic sphere,
but on a piecemeal basis as funding is provided. As a consequence, goals
and priorities of a law school's clinical program are not defined in the
broader context of legal education. In some clinical programs, a statement
of goals is purposely neglected to avoid needless friction with the traditional
curriculum. 34 In other instances, statements of goals have become blurred in
the process of "accommodation." The little dialogue that exists between the
clinical and traditional spheres often centers on the issue of whether the pri-
mary goal of the clinic is to provide service to the community 35 or to educate
the student. 36 In the late sixties and early seventies there was a greater em-
33. SURVEY AND DIRECTORY OF CLINICAL LEGAL EDUCATION, supra note 1, at 173. Spe-
cific goals of clinical education have been set forth in Barnhizer, supra note 16, at 75-79.
Barnhizer lists as goals:
1) Professional Responsibility: "The system of ethical proscriptions... Ethical phi-
losophy . . .Personal morality . . .Professional role . . . Institutional analysis . . .
Social consciousness ...Systemic Reform ..." (2) Educational Goals Involving
Judgment and Analysis. Issue Recognition and Analysis ...Understanding of strat-
egy, tactics and decision making ...Understanding of process and Procedure ...
Synthesis ... (3) Education Goals Involving Substantive Law: Substantive law
(4) Educational Goals Involving Technical Lawyering Skills ...Client inter-
viewing . . . Investigation . . . Client counseling . .. Negotiation . . . Legal Re-
search . . .Legal Writing . . .Trial Advocacy . . .Appellate Advocacy.
Id.
An internal memo from the subcommittee on goals to the University of Denver College of
Law Advocacy Skills Committee set forth the following goals of an integrated clinical program:
1) To provide a context for learning those advocacy knowledge or skills of lawyering
which cannot ordinarily be learned in a traditional law school classroom.
2) To prepare those students who elect the program, to effectively pursue a career in
litigation.
3) To provide an opportunity to integrate theory and practice.
4) To assist students to benefit from their subsequent professional experiences.
5) To expose all students to basic litigation competencies.
6) To fulfill the responsibility of the College of Law to provide an opportunity for all
students to learn basic law and skills related to advocacy.
34. See note 11 supra.
35. J. Ferren, The Teaching Mission of the Legal Aid Clinic, in SELECTED READINGS IN
CLINICAL EDUCATION 161 (1973) states: "Because of its far richer mixture of situations for
students to deal with, the office located away from the school and intended primarily for service
is a better vehicle for achieving the goals of field work than a law school clinic designed prima-
rily to educate." Id at 165.
36. See E. Johnson, Education Versus Service: Three Variations on the Theme, in CLINICAL EDU-
CATION FOR THE LAW STUDENT 414 (1973), where it is maintained that the "real issue is not
'service' versus 'education.' No, what it boils down to is another dispute, one all to familiar to
those involved in the early history of the. . .Legal Services Program-'quantity' versus 'quali-
ty'." Id. at 417. See also Pincus, Legal Education in a Service Seting, in CLINICAL EDUCATION FOR
THE LAW STUDENT 27, 28 (1973): "The law school's primary interest and responsibility is edu-
cation, although it must provide service of the highest calibre in the educational process and be
responsible to the clients being served. In fact, teaching such a sense of responsibility to the
client is one of the educational objectives." GUIDELINES FOR CLINICAL LEGAL EDUCATION,
supra note 24, at 14 sets forth as the educational purpose of a Clinical Legal Studies curriculum:
The primary purpose of clinical legal studies is to further the educational goals of the
law school, rather than to provide service. Law school clinical legal studies may intro-
duce law students to client representation in the context of adversary proceedings and
1982]
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phasis on service. In recent years the trend has been towards the purely
educational aspects of clinical education. This has been due in part to the
experiences of some clinics with oppressive case loads, which justified the
fears of many that clinical education, under the burden of ever-increasing
case loads, was developing at the expense of quality legal education.
37
In defining the goals of its clinical program in 1979, the University of
Denver College of Law decided upon education as the primary goal and
service as a secondary by-product of the student law clinic. The result of this
priority was a commitment to a low case load and close supervision of stu-
dents by tenure-track faculty. The clinic was seen not as an end in itself or
as a mechanism for teaching practical skills per se. Rather, clinical supervi-
sion and instruction were seen in the context of a teaching methodology
38
the counseling of clients in the ordering of their personal, business, professional, and
public responsibilities.
37. Ferren, supra note 35, states that "[i]n making the decision whether to sponsor a neigh-
borhood office or to affiliate with a community-sponsored office," the law school should consider
whether "the caseload will always strain resources to a point where quality service of clients and
supervision of students are always in jeopardy; the law school may not want to be responsible
for a law office where sloppy habits can easily become tolerated." Id. at 174.
Johnson, supra note 36, at 417-18, notes that in the early days of the Legal Services Pro-
gram, there was a "mentality common among staff members" resulting in "caseloads that fre-
quently ranged between 1000 and 2000 per year, no opportunity to litigate and inadequate time
to handle any problem fully and properly." Applying this observation to the law school clini,
Johnson observed that:
Students trying to handle too many cases or undertaking representation without close
supervision provide low-quality service that violates the Canons. Their assistance
probably is not zealous, at least as that term is defined in the Code; it most certainly
does not meet ethical standards of competence. Nor will the representation be of suffi-
cient quality to gain the benefits to which individual clients or the client community
as a whole are entitled under the law. In the context of clinical education, there is
another serious "cost." Future lawyers learn unethical conduct and ineffective models
of practice that may well make them less qualified members of the profession. As
assistance to clients, it is dubious; as education for law students it is
counterproductive.
Id. at 419-420. See also Clark, Legal Services Programs-The Caseload Problems, or How to Avoid
Becoming the New Welfare Department, 47 U. DET. J. URB. L. 797 (1970); see also D. Stern, Delvey
of Legal Services: Clinical Education and Group Legal Services, in CLINICAL EDUCATION FOR THE
LAW STUDENT 214 (1973): "Just as law schools, lofty statements notwithstanding, have simply
dispensed information, so can clinical programs become a pyramiding network of individual
service projects; or worse, become a law school's shallow commitment to service under the guise
of education." Id at 219.
38. It has been suggested that the methodology of clinical education includes several peda-
gogic devices:
1) presentation, that is lectures, readings or direct reaction to student responses,
2) mutual inquiry and discussion, 3) demonstration and example, 4) role-playing
and other forms of simulated enactment. Basic to the learning consequences of these is
some combination of imitation and identification, trial and error, and information
assimilation, and the mediating effects of the style, values, and competency of both
instructor and learner and the social structure of the learning setting. We can make,
however, only some very tentative generalizations about when a particular device or
process is appropriate to a concrete situation.
G. Bellow, On Teaching the Teachers.- Some Prelmtina Reflections on Clinical Education as Methodology,
in CLINICAL EDUCATION FOR THE LAW STUDENT 374, 388 (1973). Barnhizer suggests that the
clinical method should integrate three factors:
1. A substantial, but restricted, volume of actual client representation by the student.
2. The clear assumption by that individual student of 'primary' professional respon-
sibility for the process and outcome of that representation. 3. An individualized
teaching relationship between the student and clinical teacher, using the student's
clinical experiences as its focus.
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that allowed students to apply analytical thinking skills developed in the
classroom to real problems.39 In such a context, classroom skills were viewed
with new significance, as were the skills of interviewing and counseling, ne-
gotiation, drafting, information gathering and fact presentation. 40 The pri-
Barnhizer, supra note 16, at 72. Barnhizer suggests the following as examples of specific clinical
teaching techniques:
1. Socratic dialogue 2. Directed discussion 3. Free discussion 4. Lawyering per-
formance by the student 5. Immediate individualized feedback 6. Simulations
and role-playing 7. Observation 8. Evaluation 9. Videotape and audi-
otape 10. Analysis of case. 11. Research 12. Writing 13. Lecture technique
14. Problem technique 15. Student Presentations (teaching) 16. Structure.
Id. at 109. GUIDELINES FOR CLINICAL LEGAL EDUCATION, supra note 24, sets forth the follow-
ing as methods used in clinical legal studies:
1. student observation of professor, clinical professor, supervising attorney, or cooper-
ating attorney acting as lawyer, or simulating the role of a lawyer.
2. student simulations of lawyers' roles.
3. student handling of live cases or problems in the client clinic.
4. individual discussions with students by professor, clinical professor, supervising at-
torney, or cooperating attorney; and
5. classroom instruction.
Id. at 20-21.
39. William Pincus observed: "Fortunate is the field of higher education which can test its
intellectual perceptions in the arena of real life; and which can, in the process, use all of the
energies of its students and teachers--intellectual, emotional, and physical. Truly this is educa-
tion of the whole man." Pincus, The Lawyer's Professional Responsibiliy, 22 J. LEGAL EDUC. 1, 14-
15 (1969). Pincus has also recognized that clinical education puts "the student in a practitioner-
client relationship as a normal part of his professional education" in the following ways:
a) It brings the student out of the classroom in a prolonged period of higher
education--serving as a half-way house, if you will, on the way to the outside world.
b) In so doing it makes educators view the student as a whole person, and also
view the effect of higher education on the person as well as the student.
c) It helps to offset the development of arrogance-a self-satisfied intellectual
elitism. It givens reality to other people whom the professional serves, and puts them
in the picture so to speak, as partners in life with worth of their own.
d) It teaches the necessity of persistence and application, and develops the fiber
to withstand the crushing effects of frustration. It develops the capacity for construc-
tive work for change of a sustained character, and lessens the emotional attractions of
instant destruction.
e) It diminishes the self-centeredness of higher education-the all-consuming
drive for credentials to cash in--by placing the professional-to-be in a helping rela-
tionship to another.
0 Finally, it helps to develop the judgment which instinctively leans toward the
real values over the spurious ones-reducing to proper proportions the natural attrac-
tion of the theatrical, the entertaining, the new, per se.
Pincus, The Clinical Component in University Professional Education, 32 OHIO ST. L.J. 283, 290
(1971).
40. LAWYER COMPETENCY, supra note I, at 18, states: "The perceived deficiency of law
school training lay not in fundamentals-developing. . . analytical skills and familiarizing...
with the law in general--but in the techniques of making those fundamentals operational."
Professor Vetri has suggested that "the objectives of clinical work fall basically into five areas":
1) legal skills development, 2) legal and extra legal systems operation knowledge, 3) profes-
sional responsibility growth, 4) self knowledge, and 5) human relations understanding. Vetri,
Educating the Lawyer- Clinical Experience as an Integral Part of Legal Education, 50 OR. L. REV. 57, 60
(1970). Considered by the Planning Committee was the ANTIOCH SCHOOL OF LAW CRITERION
TASK RECORD (1978), where more specific skills were enumerated:
ORAL: 1. Use of mechanics of language 2. Express a thought with clarity and
economy 3. Express thoughts in an organized manner 4. Speak appropriately to a
given audience 5. Identify and use appropriate non-verbal aspects of communications
6. Perceive others' communications and actions 7. Communicate so as to advance
immediate and long-term objectives
LEGAL ANALYSIS: A. Analyzing Facts & Identifying Relevant Law 1. Identify
relevant facts 2. Identify inconsistencies among facts 3. Identify the reliability of as-
serted facts 4. Distinguish facts from conclusions of law 5. Determine rules of law
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mary goal of the University of Denver College of Law Clinical Program as
envisioned by the planning committee was to provide an opportunity to inte-
grate theory and practice. It was assumed that a clinic meeting high educa-
tional goals would necessarily also provide a quality service.4 1
B. Intellectual Content
One obstacle to clinical integration has been a fear on the part of those
in the traditional curriculum that clinical education is inferior to the tradi-
tional "Socratic" method of teaching. 42 As a result, the vigorous advocates
of legal service to the poor have warned that clinical programs must be "sub-
relevant to framing legal issues 6. Formulate legal rules appropriately or correctly
7. Determine trends in interpretation or application of laws 8. Identify discrete legal
issues B. Formulating Legal Theories 1. Group and categorize facts in terms of the
concepts or language of the law 2. Select aspects of the facts which appear to call for
the application of a legal rule or concept 3. Select aspects of a legal rule or concept
which appear to call for its application to the facts 4. Show why legal rule or concept
calls for extension, limitation, or rejection of another rule or concept 5. Separate,
combine, and sequence arguments and counter-arguments to formulate legal theory
6. Sequence a complete range of legal theories by an ordering principle
PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY: 1. Identify situational conflicts with the
CPR 2. Identify situational conflicts with other considerations 3. Identify and weigh
alternative courses of action, re conflicts 4. Act consistently with ethical decisions and
commitments
WRITTEN: 1. Use the mechanics of the language 2. Express a thought with clarity
and economy 3. Express thoughts in an organized manner 4. Write appropriately to
a given audience 5. Perceive communications of others 6. Write so as to advance the
immediate and long-term objectives ...C. Evaluating Legal Theories 1. Identify
predisposition of a particular decision-maker or class of decision-makers 2. Identify
compelling equities recognized by the law or inherent in the fact situation 3. Deter-
mine relative effectiveness of alternative legal theories by analysis and evaluation
PROBLEM-SOLVING: A. Identifying & Diagnosing Problems 1. Identify client
objectives and priorities 2. Identify obstacles and facilitating factors that bear on re-
alization of objectives and priorities 3. State alternative definitions of client's prob-
lem(s) 4. Identify and develop information and steps needed to clarify alternative
definitions of problem(s) 5. Make a tentative choice among alternative definitions of
the problem(s) B. Developing Solutions 1. Develop alternative solutions and strate-
gies 2. Assess and order the range of alternative solutions and strategies ...
C. Implementing Strategies 1. Formulate a work plan 2. Take the actions (or assure
that assigned others do) to carry out the work plan 3. Check results and adjust as
necessary 4. Seek and use counsel and advice in timely fashion
PRACTICE MANAGEMENT: I.- Allocate time, effort, and other resources neces-
sary to carry out case load tasks 2. Coordinate efforts with others 3. Work according
to applicable systems, rules and procedures governing handling of cases and files
4. Assess and design improvements in system, rules and procedures governing han-
dling of cases and files 5. Maintain a level of productivity that conforms with applica-
ble standards and expectations 6. Judge the point at which further commitments
cannot realistically be discharged competently 7. Supervise others.
41. See Pincus, supra note 36.
42. See note 19 supra and accompanying text. For a comparison of clinical legal education
with traditional socratic teaching, see Stone, Legal Education on the Couch, 85 HARv. L. REV. 392
(1971). Stone observed that:
The crucial human attribute which the law school ignores, and indeed in many cases
defeats, is the student's sense of self-esteem. The problem can be seen by caricaturing
the typical emotional pattern of the not fabulously successful law student: intense
effort and anxiety during the first year; withdrawal, depression, and disengagement
from classroom involvement during the second year; renewed anxiety and concern
about occupational opportunity and ability during the third year. This pattern of
ever increasing disengagement from the formal educational process is to be contrasted
with the experience of the medical student who, during his last two years, is given
increasing professional responsibility in the clinic and ward.
Id at 426.
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jected to the most highly disciplined form of intellectual scrutiny."
'43 The
focus on "quantity" rather than "quality" has indeed given clinical educa-
tion a bad name in some quarters. 44 Lack of a complementary classroom
component has also contributed to the clinic's inferior educational image.
45
It is interesting to compare the attitude of many legal educators toward
the law school clinic with the attitude of medical educators toward the medi-
cal school clinic. 46 Clinicians in the nation's medical schools are highly
respected academicians. In fact, it would be unheard of for a professor of
medicine to teach surgery who had himself never performed an operation.
Nevertheless, it is not uncommon for a law professor who has never defended
a criminal case to teach criminal procedure.
4 7 The explanation for such a
difference in attitude is not that one is required to "think" in the medical
clinic but not in the law clinic. Rather, an explanation may be found in a
profound difference in their respective philosophies of professional
education.
48
If a student is engaging in an "intellectual" process in learning the the-
ory of, say, the fifth amendment, one may ask why the exposition of a consti-
tutional argument on the fifth amendment before a judge in a courtroom
setting is any less intellectually rigorous than a passive classroom inhalation
of a professor's lecture. The fact is that, like traditional curriculum offerings,
there are good and bad clinical programs. There are clinics that emphasize
the quantity of cases processed at the expense of solid preparation and a
strong theoretical foundation. However, there are also programs offering a
highly structured and strictly supervised experience in applying classroom
43. Cahn & Cahn, Power to the People or the Profession-The Pub& Interest and Atbh& Interest
Law, 79 YALE L. J. 1005, 1030 (1970).
44. See note 36 supra.
45. GUIDELINES FOR CLINICAL EDUCATION, supra note 24, at 22, states that:
[C]lassroom instruction provides the opportunity to:
a. teach the basic, introductory law which students will need to start to function in
the course
b. undertake and discuss simulation exercises
c. discuss cases, plan strategy, and evaluate results in the client clinic
d. discuss significant literature, cases, and problems related to issues the course is
covering; and
e. consider professional responsibility issues raised in simulation or live client cases or
problems.
46. Flexner, supra note 18, comments that:
The battle may indeed be lost before a shot is fired: . . . inferior laboratory training
will fatally prejudice even excellent clinical opportunities, for they rule out certain
essential features of clinical training on a modern basis .... Doctors have after a
fashion been made by experiences-i.e., their patients paid the price; further, some
graduates of every feeble school in the country have passed state board examinations
or obtained hospital appointments . . . ; it still remains true that to do full duty by
the young student of clinical medicine, his teachers need access to acute cases of dis-
ease in respectable number and variety; that the school which lacks such medical facil-
ities is in no position to teach modern medicine.
Id at 105.
47. See, e.g., the resumes of criminal procedure professors in DIRECTORY OF LAw TEACH-
ERS (West 1981).
48. Compare, for example, Langdell's philosophy that "law is a science ... all the available
materials of that science are contained in printed books," Frank, supra note 7, at 723, with that
of Flexner: "[In the end the final test of medical school is its outcome in the matter of clini-
cians." Flexner, supra note 18, at 105.
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theory to real life problems for the benefit of real clients. 49
In mapping its clinical integration plan, the long-range clinical plan-
ning committee of the University of Denver College of Law recognized that
intellectual "chauvinism" on the part of those in the main curriculum would
doom the clinical integration plan from the start, and that the intellectual
rigor of the teaching methodology depended not upon whether it was prac-
ticed in the classroom or the clinic, but rather on whether it required in-
quiry, analysis, thinking, and the logical application of law to facts. The
clinic was viewed not as a detraction from academic respectability, but as a
necessary component of a meaningful legal education.
50
The clinic planning committee recognized that the mental process in-
volved in applying legal principles to real facts is no less intellectually rigor-
ous than the process of applying legal principles to hypothetical facts or facts
which have already been the subject of a legal "post-mortem." To draw
another analogy from medicine, one may ask why a doctor diagnosing a
disease of a live patient should be considered to be performing a task intel-
lectually inferior to that of the pathologist doing an autopsy on a dead pa-
tient. The perception and acceptance of clinical education as an
intellectually equal component in legal education is an absolute prerequisite
to clinical integration. Equally important is the acceptance by clinicians of
the need for a sound theoretical groundwork in the classroom setting.
Clinicians, too, have been guilty of their own brand of chauvinism. The
attitude of some clinicians that classroom methodology somehow involves
meaningless exercises in useless abstractions is equally destructive to achiev-
ing true integration. Thus, Chief Justice Burger's observation that the fail-
ure of legal education is due to "treating Langdell's case method of study as
the ultimate teaching technique" would be clearly inapplicable to an inte-
grated program.
While ample literature in the field of clinical education now exists,
5 1
there is at present a pressing need to publicize some aspects of clinical educa-
tion through scholarly communication of case studies and histories. By re-
moval of obstacles to clinical integration, such as intellectual chauvinism of
traditional academicians and clinicians alike, opposition to use of non-ten-
ture-track clinical professors, and logistical and financial barriers, the schol-
arly literature should continue to flourish, thereby further enhancing the
status of clinical education as the intellectual equal of the traditional
curriculum.
52
49. See, e.g., Bellow & Johnson, supra note 26; Kadane, Stog, of Hofstra Law School's In-House
Clitw, CLEPR NEWSLETrER No. 9 (Feb. 1972); Leleiko, The Clinic and NYU, 24 J. LEGAL
EDUC. 429 (1972); Vetri, supra note 40; Woodruff & Falso, The Defender Workshop. A Clinical
Experiment in Criminal Law, 52 A.B.A.J. 233 (1966) (University of San Francisco).
50. Se Burger, supra note 9.
51. For an excellent list of 244 scholarly articles on clinical and skills training, see Synman,
A Proposal for a National Link-up of the New Legal Services Corporation Law Oftt and Law School
Clinical Training Programs, 30 J. LEGAL EDUC. 43, 56-66 (1979).
52. See Leleiko, Clinical Education, Empirical Study, and Legal Scholarship, 30 J. LEGAL EDUC.
149 (1979). Professor Leleiko, while recognizing that "[c]ritics of clinical education allege that
clinical teachers do not contribute to the development of legal scholarship and students engaged
in clinical work are not confronted with the critical task of tough legal analysis," nevertheless
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C. Scope
One problem in clinical integration has been the narrowness and lim-
ited subject matter encountered in the existing law school clinic, 53 which
contrasts with the far broader range of subject matter in the traditional cur-
riculum. Some clinics confine their cases to minor criminal and traffic cases,
while others also take minor civil cases such as landlord-tenant, divorce and
welfare. The wide difference in scope between subject matter covered in the
classroom and the clinics creates serious obstacles to clinical integration, in-
asmuch as integration can only be accomplished in those areas common to
both the classroom and the clinic. Professor Leleiko has observed that: "Un-
less, over a period of time, clinical experiences are developed opening all
avenues of experience for students interested in all branches of law and all
segments of society it is doubtful that clinical programming will become a
significant feature of legal education."
'54
Some solutions were proposed to meet this problem. At the University
of Denver, there is a flourishing internship program, through which students
are placed in various outside agencies. There are, for example, natural re-
source, business planning, and even international law internships. Because
such internships are not under the direct supervision of a law school profes-
sor, however, it was recognized that such internships presented their own
special problems in the context of clinical integration, prompting some
members of the planning committee to urge that they not be considered as
suggests that " . . . clinical education has considerable potential for contributing to legal schol-
arship, and in its own right, can be a component of that process." Id at 149. Leleiko takes note
of Professor Carrington's observation that:
Almost ingrained in many lawyers is the assumption that reality is the world described
in judicial opinions. If the legal discipline is to be made a better companion for others,
so that what is known and knowable about our universe can be better used as a basis
for public decisions, it is important to move both students and teachers to be more
receptive, more willing to abide by the dictates, frustrations, and ambiguities of
science.
Id. at 152. Leleiko then suggests that clinical education is a peculiarly appropriate vehicle for
injecting relevance into legal scholarship:
First, it recognizes the role of interdisciplinary understanding, and the critical interre-
lationships between law and other professions . . . . Second, clinical education in-
troduces an empirical base to one's understanding of legal principles: The core of the
clinical experience is client representation in a real case within the legal system.
Clinical teachers and students are forced by the clinic's nature to see, understand, and
evaluate the law in action. The intellectual challenge is to understand and analyze
the legal system's performance in the context of the individuals and institutions it
affects.
This presents clinical teachers and students with both the opportunity and re-
sponsibility to plan and conduct studies on specific components of the legal system
with the objectives of contributing to our understanding of how the law actually oper-
ates and proposing reforms if necessary. It should stimulate an evaulation of the
premises and goals which laws and legal institutions are based on.
d at 152-53.
53. Alan Stone has observed:
It is probable . . . that few students in any conceivable form of a legal aid clinic will
ever be exposed to an antitrust or international law problem. . . . Since Professor
Freund wrote, however, legal aid clinics have gone through a considerable metamor-
phosis which has broadened their ambit. Nonetheless, to the extent that Professor
Freund is still correct, it can readily be conceded that the legal aid clinic is not a total
preparation for legal practice-but then what is?
Stone, supra note 42, at 430.
54. Leleiko, Legal Eduacaoiv Some Crucial Frontiers, 23 J. LEGAL EDUC. 502, 516 (1971).
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long term solutions to problems of scope in clinical integration.
55
Another proposed solution to this problem was to "re-create" the
clinical experience through simulation in areas unavailable to the clinic. It
was recognized that the use of simulation in conjunction with traditional
courses provided a logical entrance for the clinical professor into the main
curriculum, thus promoting integration. Nevertheless simulation itself was
not considered to be a true clinical component. It has been suggested that
there are three requirements to a clinical component:
1. A substantial, but restricted, volume of actual client represen-
tation by the student.
2. The clear assumption by that individual student of "primary"
professional responsibility for the process and outcome of that
representation.
3. An individualized teaching relationship between the student
and clinical teacher, using the student's clinical experiences as
its focus. 56
It is apparent from these clinical pre-requisites that simulation could
not be considered "clinical," regardless of what realism is interjected by use
of actual documents or role-players. Nevertheless, the use of "practicums" in
the curriculum was recognized as a useful transitional state in clinical
integration.
5 7
55. Swords and Walwer have noted that "Field-placement programs are cheapened be-
cause most of their costs are picked up by the legal services agencies in which the students are
placed for their field work... The chief attraction of the field-placement programs to law
schools would seem to be their inexpensive nature." Cost Aspects of Clitrnal Education, supra note
24, at 153.
Cheapness, however, may be outweighed by other considerations. See Barnhizer, supra note
16, at 100: "[Tlhe academic environment of the law school is a continual reminder that our
primary purpose is to teach. When clinical offices are not part of the law school, the teaching
mission can be over-ridden by other, powerful factions inconsistent with the best path to student
learning." J. Ferren lists several reasons why a fieldwork relationship with a community law
office may not be possible:
First, a community-sponsored program may not be politically independent or
committed to aggressive and creative approaches ....
Second is the question of quality control over student training. The relationship
of students to a community-sponsored office may be unsatisfactory because the staff
lawyers may underestimate, underutilize or undersupervise students . . . . Steps to
prevent this can, of course, be taken if the law school participates in or controls the
operation of the office....
Third, a community-sponsored program may not offer sufficient classroom and
research potential because the community office may lack a commitment to student
training and legal research of a sort which transcends pending cases ...
Finally, there are interrelated factors of faculty commitment and student morale.
The limitations on a community-sponsored program can have a dampening effect of
the law school's commitment to work with it.
Ferren, The Teachig Msion of the Legal Aid Clinic, 37 ARIZ. ST. L. J. 48-49 (1969), reprinted in
COUNCIL ON LEGAL EDUCATION FOR PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY, INC. and INTERNA-
TIONAL LEGAL CENTER, SELECTED READINGS IN CLINICAL LEGAL EDUCATION 156 (1973).
56. Barnhizer, supra note 16, at 72.
57. GUIDELINES FOR CLINICAL LEGAL EDUCATION, supra note 24, at 23, describes simula-
tion in the clinical curriculum:
A. Components of a Simulation Course
A simulation course in the clinical legal studies curriculum should:
1. require all students to perform lawyer roles through simulation;
2. use simulation exercises as a principal teaching methodology;
3. require evaluation of student performances in the simulations by the profes-
sor or clinical professor;
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A long term solution, but presently beyond the capability of all but a
handful of law schools, including the University of Denver, was the newly
emerging concept of the "teaching law center"58 based on the medical model
of the "teaching hospital." Under this concept, legal aid and public de-
fender services are rendered through the law school's "law center." Staff
attorneys are hired by the county (or state) and the law school, and are re-
sponsible both for representing clients and for teaching law students. Private
attorneys may be hired as adjunct professors, be given office space in the law
center, and be paid to supervise students on cases in the area of the attor-
ney's expertise. By taking fee-generating cases, students are supervised in
areas not presently found in most law school clinics, such as probate, anti-
trust, and corporate. The implementation of the "teaching law school" con-
cept would, of course, require changes in student practice rules as well as the
acquiescense of the local bar which might be expected to object to such an
intrusion on possible sources of their livelihood.
The "teaching law center" is one possible long-range solution to the
problem of scope in clinical education. In the meantime, however, the plan-
ning committee felt that internships and simulations were the most cost ef-
fective means of accomplishing the initial stages of clinical integration.
D. Ftiances
It has long been recognized that clinical education is expensive,
59
largely because of the lower student-faculty ratio that is required. Langdel-
lian methodology, however, geared to the large classroom and a high stu-
dent-faculty ratio, has enabled law schools to function at relatively low
expense. 60 It has been noted that "any educational innovation which inci-
dentally allowed one man to teach even more students was not unwelcome
to university administrators." 6 ' Thus, Langdellian methodology meant that
"from the first [law schools] were expected to be self-supporting.
' 62
This vast difference in cost between traditional classroom teaching and
clinical training is a significant obstacle to clinical integration. It is one
thing to ask the traditional legal educator to accept the clinic as an intellec-
tual equal; it is another to ask him to finance its exceedingly high cost at the
4. consider a coherent set of lawyer competencies.
B. Equipment
The use of simulation exercises is enhanced by:
I. appropriate space in which to enact the simulations;
2. equipment to record and replay simulations, and to engage in programmed
learning experiences;
3. classrooms and offices in which replays of the simulations can be watched by
the class and student participant; and
4. access to the technological capability to produce and edit tapes.
58. See Hardaway, supra note 18.
59. See Cost Aspects of Climcal Education, supra note 24.
60. R. Stevens attributes the "underfunding of legal education . . . to the Langdellian
model": "[F]or [the] case method seemed to work as well with two hundred students as it did
with twenty. Indeed, Langdell's greatest contribution to legal education is the highly dubious
one of convincing all and sundry that law schools were cheap." Stevens, Two Cheers for 1870:





expense of the traditional curriculum. Demand for practical and clinical
skills training is coming at a time when law schools are facing broad
financial pressures63 and the possibility of a declining enrollment.
The problem of cost differential can only be overcome in the long term
by finding new sources of funding,64 both from conventional sources (gov-
ernment grants, private fund-raising, tuition increases), and from unconven-
tional sources (such as fee generation from a "teaching law center" or
reimbursement to the law school for student services in an internship).
Progress towards clinical integration can be made without such addi-
tional resources, however. Clinical professors can be promoted to, or re-
placed by, tenure-track professors with both clinical and classroom
responsibilities; 65 the number of traditional small-class seminars can be re-
duced to relieve pressures put on the student-faculty ratio by new clinical
course components; and finally, traditional class professors can be asked to
take on clinical responsibilities. As will be seen, all three of these alternatives
were considered in the University of Denver's plan for clinical integration.
E. Student Practice Rules
The expansion of clinical programs has depended in large measure
upon the enactment of student practice rules by the various states. 66 Al-
though numerous student practice rules have been enacted during the past
two years, the restrictions and limitations on student practice vary widely
from state to state.67 To a large extent, expansion of existing clinical pro-
grams and clinical integration depends on the continued broadening of ex-
isting student practice rules, and enactment of student practice rules where
none now exist. As already observed, the success of clinical integration de-
pends upon the ability of the clinic to offer clinical experience in more of the
areas covered in the main academic curriculum. Successful long term inte-
gration cannot be achieved as long as the clinical experience is limited to
narrow areas of the law such as defense of minor misdemeanors, divorce,
landlord and tenant, and welfare.
Several factors have worked to inhibit the vertical expansion of student
practice. First, there has been considerable concern expressed in some
quarters about the general competency of the unlicensed student. As one
appellate judge has observed:
63. See generally THINKING ABOUT THE FISCAL FUTURE, supra note 27.
64. LAWYER COMPETENCY, supra note I, at 30. The 1979 ABA Task Force on Lawyer
Competency reported:
New funds are needed for two quite different kinds of activities: 1) for the extension
and improvement of existing skills training, such as that provided at many law schools
in trial advocacy, and 2) for the development of teaching materials of established
quality, easily replicable in a number of law schools, for teaching other aspects of
lawyer competency such as interviewing and fact investigation.
Id at 28.
65. GUIDELINES FOR CLINICAL LEGAL EDUCATION, supra note 24, at 107 recommends that
"the whole faculty should be involved in all aspects of the curriculum .... Such involvement
will assist in the integration of clinical legal studies and contribute to faculty understanding of
differing teaching methods and perspectives."
66. See note 3 supra and accompanying text.
67. See Klein, supra note 2; see also Hardaway, supra note 12.
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An experienced trial judge can only watch with horror as a neo-
phyte destroys his own case by inept questioning. The immediate
presence of the experienced lawyer cannot undo the harm done by
a single disastrous question. He cannot unring the bell; he cannot
rehabilitate the effect of a clumsy or disastrous answer of a difficult
witness. There may be but one moment of time in the course of a
trial when the right act, word or decision can be made and the case
won. A reasonable doubt may be created. If that moment of op-
portunity passes no amount of post verdict advice to or critique of
the law student's performance will give solace to a defendant in
prison.
68
The problem with such criticisms of a student attorney is that it can be
applied to any neophyte lawyer, and to many "experienced" counsel as well.
The experience of many student clinics, however, has been that the diligent
preparation of a case by a student under the strict supervision of a licensed
and seasoned attorney is often able to make up for the student's lack of expe-
rience.69 The prepared and closely supervised student is certainly a match
for the newly-licensed neophyte attempting to go it alone, and often a match
for a more-seasoned, but less prepared attorney. Despite constitutional, as
well as other challenges to student practice, 70 student practice rules are gen-
erally being upheld.7 ' Nevertheless serious constitutional questions remain
72
which will require resolution before long term clinical integration can be
achieved.
68. People v. Perez, 82 Cal. App. 3d 45, 53, 147 Cal. Rptr. 34, 42 (1978).
69. Judge Shirley Levittan of the City of New York Criminal Court, who has observed
many students practicing in her courtroom, has noted that a "student's ability to devote time to
a problem and the high level of preparation that he can bring to a case overrides any inepti-
tudes that might result from his inexperience." S. Levittan, The Chncal Program for Law Stu-
dents-A Viewfrom the Bench, in CLINICAL EDUCATION FOR THE LAW STUDENT 279, 287 (1973).
Judge Levittan further observed that:
Mostly the students do wonderfully well. They are well prepared; they have tried to
prepare their witnesses and they have researched the issue involved. In a jury case
tried by a clinic participant, she presented me with 17 pages of requests to charge-in
a shoplifting case. While a great number of the requests were "boilerplate" (to me, not
the student), it was clear that this attorney-in-training had done her homework. And
what she had done herself would remain with her far longer than a reading of an
account of what had been done or a lecture exposition of what should be done. In
another jury case, a student submitted several mini-trial briefs on specific points at
issue. In this close and vigorously contested assault case before a jury, the clinic par-
ticipant was able to win a verdict by his skillful and thoughtful tactics. Satisfying, too,
was the fine brief handed to the Court after a Huntley hearing by the student-lawyer
who conducted it, covering the issue of the validity of a waiver of counsel after full
Miranda warnings, by a 17-year-old infant defendant, detained without parent, friend
or counsel for seven hours. As a point of departure, that student used an Indiana
precedent just handed down a week previously. These instances of student ability are
particularly significant in my court. Obviously, because of the enormity of our work-
load, written submissions are frequently waived; this is a necessity for the attorneys of
The Legal Aid Society who carry an incredibly cumbrous number of cases. Some-
times, because of this, I am afraid that students may fall into sloppy practices; it is
encouraging to find the contrary prevails.
Id at 288-89.
70. See, e.g., People v. Perez, 24 Cal. 3d 133, 594 P.2d 1, 155 Cal. Rptr. 176 (1979); State v.
Daniels, 346 So.2d 672 (La. 1977); People v. Masonis, 58 Mich. App. 615, 228 N.W. 2d 489
(1975); State v. Cook, 84 Wash. 2d 342, 525 P.2d 761 (1974).
71. In particular, see People v. Perez, 24 Cal. 3d 133, 594 P.2d 1, 155 Cal. Rptr. 176 (1979).
72. See Hardaway, sopra note 12.
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For example, in the area of student representation of indigent defend-
ants, the question of whether student representation meets sixth amendment
requirements, or whether it is permissible only upon waiver of sixth amend-
ment rights, has thus far been left unresolved by the cases in which the legiti-
macy of student representation has been challenged. The lack of clear
standards of effective assistance of counsel, 73 and the lack of state procedures
for the ascertainment of moral character of student attorneys 74 and mecha-
nisms for student attorney discipline, 75 as well as ambiguities in the division
of professional responsibility between the student and supervising attorney,
have all contributed to sluggishness in the expansion of student practice.
The implementation of more specific standards for student practice,
and procedures for a "limited license" issued to students after a certification
process, will meet many of the objections now being made to student repre-
sentation. 76 A proposed change in the ABA law school standard for clinical
education would require an approved law school to offer a clinical experi-
ence involving direct responsibility to a client by a student. If approved, this
change should provide an additional impetus to clinical integration.
The University of Denver College of Law Clinical Program was fortu-
nate in that it functioned pursuant to one of the most liberal student practice
rules in the nation.7 7 In this respect, the existing student practice rule in
Colorado was a relatively minor factor in the University of Denver College
of Law's plan for clinical integration.
II. THE PROCESS OF CLINICAL INTEGRATION
A. The Are-lntegration Clinic
The University of Denver College of Law Legal Dispensary was estab-
lished at the law school's opening term in 1904 as the nation's first law school
clinical program. The nation's first student practice rule was promulgated
shortly thereafter, which authorized students to appear in any state district,
county or municipal court as if licensed to practice law "provided that such
representation be with the approval of the lawyers in charge of the said legal
aid clinic, and the judge of the court in which the student appears."
78
The 1906 edition of the University of Denver yearbook, the Knewisbok,
describes the first seven months of the newly established law school clinic:
[Tjhe Dispensary has had, from worthy persons, ninety-eight appli-
73. See Krantz, supra note 13, at 170.
74. See discussion of student practice rules in this regard in Hardaway, supra note 12.
75. Id
76. Id.
77. CoLO. REV. STAT. § 12-5-116 (1973) provides:
Students of any law school which has been continuously in existence for at least ten
years prior to April 23, 1909, and which maintains a legal-aid dispensary where poor
persons receive legal advice and services shall, where representing said dispensary and
its clients and then only, be authorized to appear in court as if licensed to practice law.
Rule 226 of the Colorado Rules of Civil Procedure also provides for student representation in
district, municipal, and county courts of the state "provided such representation shall be with
the approval of the lawyers in charge of the said legal clinic and the judge of the court in which
the student appears."
78. CoLO. R. Civ. P. 226.
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cations, all of which have been handled successfully. Nearly one-
third of the cases have gone to trial, resulting in a large majority of
victories for the Dispensary. The total number of cases handled by
the Dispensary for the year will reach one hundred and fifty. Only
meritorious cases of poor persons who are unable to pay attorney's
fees are taken. No fee is charged for services and only actual court
costs are collected.
79
From 1904 through the mid-1940's, with some interruptions, the Uni-
versity of Denver clinic handled both civil and criminal cases under the di-
rect supervision of adjunct and part-time professors.8 0 A mock-trial program
was also initiated during this period under which each student was required
to prepare a civil or criminal case.
During the 1960's the clinical activities were conducted from the law
school under the supervision of a full-time faculty member and subordinate
staff attorneys. The volume of students and cases was high during this pe-
riod. As a result students practiced with a minimum of direct supervision.
At this time there was little contact between the clinic and the main curricu-
lum, with little or no exchange of ideas.
Finally, during the mid-1970's, the clinic became organized in a manner
now common among law school clinics: clinical staff attorneys were hired to
perform supervisory duties exclusively in the clinic. The staff attorneys were
hired under one year contracts, were not given tenure-track status, and,
while permitted to observe faculty meetings, were not permitted to vote.
The pay for staff attorneys was less than half that of tenure-track professors.
As a result, turnover was high, and there was little continuity in the pro-
gram. Supervision of students was strict, however, and staff attorneys were
expected to accompany students during all court appearances.8 1 There was
also a favorable student-faculty ratio of approximately 5:1.
Although the clinic itself functioned well, largely due to the dedication
of the staff attorneys, the clinic was isolated from the mainstream of the law
school. There was no coordination of courses or materials, and a minimum
exchange of ideas between clinical and classroom professors. A significant
"burn-out" factor due to high case load and lower pay contributed to the
high turn-over of clinical staff attorneys.
79. KYNEWISBOK (1906), reprinted in UNIVERSITY OF DENVER COLLEGE OF LAW, ADVO-
CACY SKILLS PROGRAM BULLETIN I (1980).
80. The history of the University of Denver student law clinic during this period is some-
what hazy. P. Stolz notes that A. Reed in his 1928 Carnegie Foundation Report stated that
"The University of Denver Law School operated a legal aid clinic program for academic credit
for a period of six years beginning in 1904. The program was terminated because of the heavy
expense and operational difficulties." A. REED, PRESENT DAY LAW SCHOOLS IN THE UNITED
STATES AND CANADA 216-18 (Carnegie Foundation Bull. No. 21, 1928), cited in Vetri, supra note
40, at 58 n.3. Assuming the accuracy of Reed's comments, there was obviously a resurrection, as
the University of Denver clinical program is presently a thriving component of the curriculum.
81. Although the Colorado student practice rules do not require in-court supervision by a
staff attorney or faculty advisor, such supervision by the University of Denver staff attorneys
was in compliance with the ABA MODEL STUDENT PRACTICE RULE, § II(A) which provides
that where an eligible law student appears in "any criminal matter in which the defendant has
the right to assignment of counsel under any constitutional statute or rule . . . the supervising
lawyer must be personally present throughout the proceeding."
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In 1978, Daniel Hoffman assumed the duties of Dean at the University
of Denver College of Law. Dean Hoffman, a former president of the State
Bar Association with extensive experience in both civil and criminal litiga-
tion, became concerned about the isolation and lack of interaction between
the law clinic and the main curriculum. A long range planning committee
was set up to make recommendations concerning the student law office, and
to make proposals for integrating the clinical program into a comprehensive
advocacy skills program that would include courses in the traditional
curriculum.
Several clinical integration models were considered by the committee:
1) the Rotation Plan;8 2 2) the "Laboratory" Plan;83 and 3) the expanded
internship model.
B. The 'Rotatton" Plan
Under this plan, it was proposed that clinical integration could be
achieved by personnel rotation. Professors teaching traditional classes would
be assigned as faculty advisors in the clinic for one quarter per year. It was
suggested that such rotation would accomplish the dual purpose of bringing
the clinical professor into the classroom, and the classroom teacher into the
82. An internal memorandum from the Chairman of the Advocacy Skills to the Commit-
tee on Advocacy Skills Program (March 15, 1979), proposed to:
Maintain the Student Law Practice courses as they now exist with a faculty rotation
type of supervision. Assign three law professors for each quarter supervisor. They
would each have five to eight students with four or five cases per student. The supervi-
sors would stay with their students until the completion of the assigned cases. This
assumes some cases would extend beyond one quarter.
The memorandum acknowledged that certain problems were left unresolved:
a) What amount and type of teaching credit would professors earn?
b) What training should law professors have?
c) Who should have overall responsibility?
d) Should the program expand its use of student coordinators?
e) Should faculty be on a once a year rotation?
Id
83. The memorandum also suggested:
Simulated Aactice and Traditional Courses
Maintain the Trial Tactics, Trial Moot Court, Interviewing and Counseling and Ne-
gotiation courses essentially as they are now. The traditional courses in Procedure,
Evidence and Professional Responsibility continue as they are now with some course
credit changes. Add at least two or more "paired" practicum or laboratory courses to
the present curriculum. Examples of these simulated problem courses would be Civil
Procedure Practicum and Evidence Practicum.
A. Civil Procedure Practicum (2 credits-2 professors). Students would work on
problems of case preparation and pre-trial motion practice. They would in a
simulated problem actually investigate and gather information for preparation of
a law suit. They would prepare the documents and make oral arguments for pre-
trial motions and conduct discovery.
Evidence Practicum (2 credits-2 professors). Students would work on problems
of evidence evaluation and court presentation. They would in a simulated court-
room setting examine witnesses and present real evidence.
Id Left unsolved were the following questions:
Should there be a Professional Responsibility Practicum or ethical problems built into
the other courses?
What other traditional courses should have a practicum course?
What teaching credit should be assigned the practicum course?
If a practicum course were paired with the traditional Procedure and Evidence
courses, the student credit hours could be reduced by one hour each. Could this be
done for other traditional courses?
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clinic. Both would learn from this new environment and, by teaching from
an entirely new perspective, gain new insights into the teaching of law. The
traditional classroom theorist might bring theoretical insights into the clinic
which might otherwise be lost under pressure of the clinic caseload; likewise,
the clinical professor might bring a new measure of practicality and rele-
vance to the socratic dialogue of the classroom.
It was recognized that there would be problems in implementing such a
plan. Clinical professors might be lacking in the academic credentials
deemed necessary for classroom teaching, such as postgraduate degrees, high
academic achievement, and scholarly publications. Further, traditional
classroom professors with little or no practical experience might be reluctant
to venture into the unknown waters of the clinic where there are less peda-
gogic controls and fewer ego-protecting barriers. The committee hoped that
the very process of rotation would solve this problem. Under the Rotation
Plan, clinical professors would begin to write more scholarly articles and
classroom professors would use their clinical experience to inject a practical
note into their class lectures.
In a law school on the quarter system a rotation system could function
as follows: assuming a rotation "pool" of twelve faculty members, three
faculty members would supervise students in the clinic in any one quarter.
Those three would then move back to classroom teaching in the following
quarter. The clinic would be administered on an annual rotation by a de-
partment head. Integration would be achieved not only by exposing the
clinic to traditional "theorists," and the classroom to the "realists," but more
importantly, by permitting students to learn from the same professor, both
the theoretical and practical aspects of a given area, thereby achieving some
interaction between the two. Professors, required to teach at both ends of
the theory-practice spectrum, would provide the catalytic spark to
interaction.
It was suggested that the rotation system of integration would least dis-
rupt the existing curriculum structure. It was recognized, however, that it
might be necessary to start from scratch at the clinical end; that is, clinical
staff attorneys would not have their contracts renewed, but would be permit-
ted to apply for regular tenure-track positions on an equal basis with other
applicants. All applicants for existing vacancies in the rotation pool would
be evaluated on the basis of both practical experience as well as scholarly
achievement and academic credentials.
It was also noted that the transitional phase to the rotation plan might
be difficult due to short-term problems with personnel continuity in the
clinic. The committee hoped, however, that in the long term there would be
more continuity due to tenure-track pay, a lower burn-out factor, and
greater opportunity for advancement. New professors coming in to supervise
students would have to learn the procedures of local courts and the adminis-
trative procedures of the clinic. During this period, much time might be lost
while professors rotating into the clinic familiarized themselves with the new
procedures. All these problems, however, were seen as short-term rather
19821
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than long term problems in implementing a rotation plan.84
C. The "Laboralogy" Plan
It was envisioned that the "Laboratory" Plan would have the advan-
tage of not presenting the short-term continuity problems associated with the
rotation model, but would require some restructuring of the curriculum.
Under the Laboratory Plan, courses could be "paired" in a way that con-
nected theoretical and practical courses in the same general area of the law.
The rationale of pairing would be similar to that of the "laboratory" in med-
ical school. There, the laboratory provides a setting for controlled experi-
ments where a purely clinical setting is either unavailable, or inappropriate
for experiment. Thus, just as a medical student who takes a classroom
course in biology is also required to attend a biology laboratory, so in an
integrated clinical-advocacy skills program, academic courses in the pro-
gram would be "paired" with a clinical program where possible, and with a
simulation course in all other cases. In every instance the academic course
and the "laboratory" would be planned as a unit, with a common syllabus.
Parts of the laboratory model could be combined with the rotation model.
At least in the transitional phases of integration, the professor with a sub-
stantial practical background might find it easier to break into the main
curriculum via the "laboratory" rather than the traditional classroom.
An example of a laboratory component might be a simulation course in
trial and evidence paired with a classroom course in evidence.8 5 While cases
on hearsay, for example, are being discussed in the classroom, the laboratory
would offer practical exercises in direct examination and cross-examination
where each student would be expected to make and argue proper hearsay
objections in a mock court setting.
The laboratory could be extended to virtually every area of the curricu-
lum. In a "contracts" laboratory, for example, students could draft and ne-
gotiate contracts in a mock setting; in a wills and trusts laboratory, students
would draft wills and trust instruments and argue cases in a mock probate
hearing.
It was expected that such a laboratory plan would go far in meeting
many of the criticisms that have been made against the traditional law
school curriculum.
8 6
84. It is interesting to note that the GUIDELINES FOR CLINICAL LEGAL EDUCATION, supra
note 24, at 107, published after the University of Denver integration plan was initiated, recom-
mended that:
[AIll or almost all faculty should rotate through the clinic, such involvement usually
occurs when traditional and clinical faculty get to know each other personally and
develop confidence in each other. This indicates the crucial importance of creating an
atmosphere in which traditional faculty are welcome in the client clinic and clinical
teachers are integrated into the full life of the law school. Collegial interaction is a
critical vehicle for bringing people together.
The report also acknowledged that four law schools have significant clincal involvement by
traditional faculty: "Cleveland-Marshall, University of Maine, Pepperdine, and Southwestern
University." Id at 107 n.140.
85. See note 57 supra.
86. Id
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D. Coordinated Internships
The planning committee considered the lack of interaction between the
existing internship program and regular academic course as a major prob-
lem to be corrected. Under the existing internship program, students were
placed in a variety of firms and agencies. Supervision by personnel at the
agencies, rather than by faculty members, was at best uneven. It was hoped
that any plan of integration would include coordination of existing intern-
ships with academic courses that covered the area of law practiced in the
agency sponsoring the internship. It was also suggested that professors be
assigned as internship supervisors, that regular seminars be coordinated with
internship activities and that a substantial writing component be attached to
any internship experience.
III. THE UNIVERSITY OF DENVER COLLEGE OF LAW PLAN
OF CLINICAL INTEGRATION
In the Fall of 1979, a plan of clinical integration was implemented at
the University of Denver College of Law, incorporating components of the
several models considered. Some elements of the considered models were
excluded due to cost or other factors.
The essential elements of the rotation model were implemented as the
first phase of clinical integration. The contracts of the four acting clinical
supervisors were not renewed. However, each staff attorney was invited to
apply on an equal basis for the three tenure-track positions. These positions
were made possible both by the elimination of the four staff attorney posi-
tions, and by additional attrition in the faculty at that time. Applicants for
the new positions were expected to meet all traditional academic, scholarly,
and teaching experience requirements for tenure-track positions, but were
also expected to have had at least some experience in law practice, and to be
qualified to serve as faculty advisor in the clinic for one quarter of each
academic year. After initial screening of numerous applications, twelve ap-
plicants were invited to the law school to make a scholarly presentation to
the faculty in a particular area of the law, and to interview with individual
faculty members.
One of the clinical staff attorneys and two of the outside applicants were
hired, and formed the nucleus of a "rotation" pool. A tenured faculty mem-
ber, whose area of expertise was civil procedure and trial practice, was ap-
pointed to head a newly formed department of Advocacy Skills. Other
tenured faculty members in such diverse areas as corporations, contracts,
torts and property were asked to supplement the rotation pool and serve one
quarter in the clinic supervising four to five students each. Each student was
normally assigned five misdemeanor cases ranging from simple traffic in the
basis litigation clinic, to assault and battery, drug possession, and drunk
driving in the advanced litigation clinic.
The student law clinic became the nucleus of the new department of
Advocacy Skills. Advocacy Skills was formalized as an area of emphasis,
requiring students in the program to complete twenty hours of credit in Ad-
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vocacy Skills courses, including six hours of "laboratories," or "practicums."
Three new "practicums," a criminal procedure practicum, a trial and evi-
dence practicum, and a pretrial procedure practicum were added to the cur-
riculum to supplement the existing practical courses in trial tactics, trial
preparation, and moot court.
Thus the rotation model and some elements of the laboratory model
were combined. Financial and logistical problems prevented total imple-
mentation of the laboratory model. It was simply not possible with the ex-
isting student-faculty ratio to introduce practicums for every academic
course in light of the practicum size limit of twenty students.
All practicums were designed to allow each student to participate in
practical experiences. Faculty members with clinical and practical back-
grounds were assigned to teach both a practicum and a paired academic
course. The professor teaching the large trial and evidence class, for exam-
ple, also taught the trial and evidence practicum. Because the class consisted
of sixty to ninety students, however, it was not possible to make the practi-
cum available to all those students. Although the original objective of a
common syllabus was not achieved, it was felt that the additional practicums
did help in the overall plan of integration. The existing internships were also
brought into the new Advocacy Skills Program and coordinated by an in-
ternship advisor.
In the opinion of the Law School Dean and the Director of the Advo-
cacy Skills Program, the clinical integration plan has been largely successful
during the eighteen months since its implementation. The primary goal of
eliminating barriers between clinical and academic faculty has been com-
pletely achieved by faculty rotation and tenure-track status for Advocacy
Skills professors. The prospects for long term continuity are now promising.
There has been no turnover in Advocacy Skills faculty and regular faculty
members who rotated into the clinic for the first time have received valuable
practical experience. There have been a few faculty members who, after one
quarter in the clinic, have declined to return. It was not expected, however,
that all faculty members assigned to the clinic would volunteer for perma-
nent rotation duty.
There have been some problems experienced in faculty availability to
students in the clinic inasmuch as faculty advisors retained their office loca-
tions in the law school building while supervising in the clinic (staff attorney
offices in the pre-integration clinic have been located in the clinical offices).
This problem has been largely, though not completely, overcome by the ex-
panded use of paid student coordinators who are available in the clinical
office for helping students in routine matters. An experiment under which
faculty advisors were required to spend a certain number of hours in the
clinic offices was abandoned, but advisors are now making extra efforts to be
available to clinical students in their offices at stated times. This has proved
to be less of a problem with Advocacy Skills professors.
CONCLUSION
The University of Denver College of Law experiment in clinical integra-
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tion has shown that clinical legal education can be an integral, rather than
separate component of the law school curriculum. Moreover, some degree of
integration can be accomplished without an increased financial burden to
the law school. It has been recognized that complete integration would en-
tail increased expenditure in the area of student-faculty ratios, expanded fa-
cilities (particularly trial moot court rooms), and less reliance on the large
classroom. Nevertheless, even under prevailing financial conditions, the first
steps toward clinical integration can be taken through faculty rotation and
the expansion of practicums in the law school curriculum.
Clinical education now faces a crisis, brought on by reduced funding for
clinical education in particular, and legal education in general. Survival of
clinical education depends on whether it can be successfully integrated into
the main academic curriculum of the nation's law schools. The University of
Denver's plan of clinical integration and its experience with the implementa-
tion of that plan should provide insights into the problems associated with
clinical integration and serve as a model for clinical integration programs at
other law schools.

